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Quantum effects in liquid water: Path-integral simulations of a flexible
and polarizable ab initio model

Harry A. Stern and B. J. Berne
Department of Chemistry and Center for Biomolecular Simulation, Columbia University, New York,
New York 10027

~Received 21 May 2001; accepted 8 August 2001!

We examine quantum effects in liquid water at ambient conditions by performing path-integral
molecular dynamics simulations of a flexible, polarizable water model that was parameterized from
ab initio calculations. The quantum liquid is less structured and has a smaller binding energy, in
accord with previous simulations. The difference between the quantum and classical liquid binding
energies (;1.5 kcal/mol) is in reasonable agreement with a simple harmonic model, and is
somewhat larger than previous estimates in the literature. Quantum effects do not appear to
significantly modify the average induced dipole moment for a polarizable model, although the
distribution is broader, especially for the component along theC2 axis of symmetry. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407287#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methods based on Feynman’s path-integral formulat
of quantum mechanics1 have been widely used to calcula
finite-temperature equilibrium properties of many-body s
tems in the condensed phase,2 including liquid water.3–6 Ku-
harski and Rossky performed path-integral Monte Ca
simulations on the rigid, nonpolarizable ST2 model a
found that the structural changes due to quantum eff
were as large as those due to raising the temperature
;50 K.4 Wallqvist and Berne performed a study of a centr
force model incorporating molecular flexibility and found
similar decrease in hydrogen-bond structure due to quan
effects.5 Similar results were found for simulations of th
SPC model.7 In addition to computing equilibrium proper
ties, Lobaugh and Voth used the centroid molecular dyna
ics method to calculate dynamical properties, such as
diffusion constant and Debye dielectric relaxation correlat
function, and found them to be faster in the quantum liqu
also consistent with a weaker hydrogen-bond network.6

Most path-integral simulations to date have been p
formed on empirical water models. Since these models
refined by running classical simulations and adjusting
parameters to reproduce experimental liquid properties, t
already incorporate quantum effects implicitly.~An excep-
tion is the model of Lobaugh and Voth,6 which was also
empirical, but parameterized using quantum simulation!
Path-integral simulations on anab initio potential surface
provide a better estimate of quantum effects for the true
ter potential surface. Much recent simulation work involv
forces computed either ‘‘on the fly’’ from quantum-chemic
electronic structure calculations—the Car-Parrinello orab
initio molecular dynamics method8–11—or from analytical
potentials derived primarily from such calculations.12–22 Al-
most all studies of these potentials have been classical,
for the costlier methods, quantum simulations would be
tremely expensive for a system of more than a few m
ecules. A quantitative comparison of classical and quan
7620021-9606/2001/115(16)/7622/7/$18.00
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simulations for at least oneab initio potential can clarify the
interpretation of classical simulations for other potentials

II. METHODS

For the water potential energy we used the flexible, p
larizable MCDHO model of Saint-Martinet al.21 This model
represents the OH stretch by a Morse function, the HO
bend by a quartic polynomial, and the molecular polarizab
ity by a mobile charge whose position is determined by mi
mizing the energy for any given atomic configuration. It w
fit to high-level ab initio calculations of 352 configuration
of the water monomer, as well as the geometry and bind
energy of the minimum-energy dimer.

All liquid simulations were performed in the canonic
(NVT) ensemble at 298.15 K and 0.997 g/cm3 with 125 wa-
ter molecules under cubic boundary conditions. To gene
the canonical ensemble, we performed molecular dynam
with a timestep of 0.5 fs using a separate Nose´-Hoover chain
thermostat23–25 for each degree of freedom, 375 thermos
chains in all. Each chain consisted of three thermostats.

Non-electrostatic intermolecular interactions were tru
cated on a center-of-mass basis at half the box length a
correction to the total energy was applied.26 All electrostatic
interactions were computed using the Ewald sum. In term
the box lengthL, the real-space cutoff wascr50.38L, the
reciprocal-space cutoff wasck56.5632p/L, and the Ewald
screening parameter was set toApck /cr.7.36/L, the ‘‘op-
timal’’ value according to the error estimate of Kolafa an
Perram.27

To check that the liquid properties were reasonably w
converged with respect to the system size and the Ew
parameters, we ran additional classical simulations w
larger cutoffs and more molecules; these results are sum
rized in Table I. Evaluating the potential function requir
minimizing the energy with respect to the positions of t
mobile charges. We found that minimizing to an accura
such that the root-mean-square force on the mobile cha
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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was 0.01 kcal/~mol Å! led to satisfactory energy conservatio
and well-converged molecular dipole moments and total s
tem energies, and was not unduly expensive, requir
around seven evaluations of the force on the mobile char
for every time step of molecular dynamics. Less accur
minimization led to drifts in the Nose´-Hoover conserved
quantity.

All quantum simulations were performed with the pat
integral molecular dynamics~PIMD! method,2,28using Nose´-
Hoover thermostat chains to generate the canonical ense
as above. As suggested by Martynaet al.,25 the thermostat
masses were set toNkBT/v for the first thermostat in the
chain andkBT/v for the other thermostats, wherev is a
characteristic frequency of the system. Since each thermo
was coupled to only one degree of freedom,N51 and all
thermostats were set to the same frequency. The charac
tic frequency was taken to be the frequency of the PIM
harmonic oscillators, that is,v5AP/b\, where P is the
number of beads or time slices andb51/kBT.

To check the convergence of our results with respec
P, we computed the distribution functionr(x) for a har-
monic oscillator with frequency around that of the O
stretch and mass equal to the reduced mass of hydrogen
oxygen and compared with the exact result,

FIG. 1. Position distribution function for a harmonic oscillator in the c
nonical ensemble at 298.15 K with frequencyv5716 ps21 ~3800 cm21,
around that of the OH stretch! and mass 0.948 amu. The exact classical a
quantum results are shown along with path-integral MD simulations usin
16, and 24 beads.

TABLE I. Dependence of liquid binding energy (Eliq2Egas) and average
molecular dipole moment~m! on the number of molecules (N) and Ewald
cutoffs (cr) , the real-space cutoff, expressed in units of the box lengthL;
andck , the reciprocal-space cutoff, expressed in units of 2p/L. For each set
of cutoffs, the screening parameter was set toApck /cr . The number in
parentheses denotes the uncertainty in the last digit.

N cr /L ckL/2p Eliq2Egas ~kcal/mol! m ~D!

125 0.38 7.36 211.34(2) 2.97~1!
256 0.38 7.36 211.35(2) 2.97~1!
512 0.38 7.36 211.24(2) 2.95~1!
125 0.5 7.36 211.25(3) 2.96~1!
125 0.5 8.0 211.29(2) 2.96~1!
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Results are shown in Fig. 1 and indicate that a simulat
with P524 reproduces the quantum distribution functio
reasonably well. In addition, we computed the energy of
isolated monomer in the canonical ensemble at 298.15 K
function of P. The energy of the quantum system is taken
the sum of the potential energy and kinetic energy, where
latter is given by the virial estimator of Hermanet al.,29,30
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FIG. 2. Energy of an isolated monomer,E, as a function of the number of
beadsP used in a PIMD simulation in the canonical ensemble at 298.15

FIG. 3. Distribution of the OH bond length, for classical and quantu
simulations, in gas and liquid phase.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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As shown in Fig. 2, the energy is reasonably well converg
for P524.

Liquid simulations were equilibrated for at least 100 p
and equilibrium properties were taken from averages ove
least 200 ps of simulation time. Errors were computed us
block averaging. Radial distribution functions were com
puted from a histogram of atomic distances measured o
between atoms in the same time slice. The liquid poten
energy was taken to be the average potential energy per
ecule in the liquid phase minus the average potential ene
of an isolated molecule at the same temperature. For a c
sical simulation, the total binding energy is just the liqu
potential energy; the average kinetic energy is the sam
gas and liquid phase. For a quantum simulation, the to
liquid binding energy is the liquid potential energy plus th
difference in average kinetic energies in liquid and g
phase, where these are calculated from the virial estimato
Hermanet al. as given above.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the OH bond angle, for classical and quantum sim
lations, in gas and liquid phase.

FIG. 5. Distribution of the molecular dipole moment, for classical and qu
tum simulations, in gas and liquid phase.
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III. RESULTS

The distributions of the OH bond length, HOH angl
and molecular dipole moment for classical and quant
simulations, both in gas and liquid phase, are shown in F
3–5. The quantum distributions are broader and shif
slightly towards longer bond lengths and wider angles. F
both classical and quantum simulations, the distribution
bond lengths is shifted towards longer bonds in liquid pha
in agreement with recent experimental measuremen31

However, both classical and quantum simulations show
shift towards smaller HOH angles in the liquid phase,
contrast with the larger angles deduced from experime
measurements of the intramolecular HH distance.31 This dis-

-

-

FIG. 6. Distribution of thex, y, andz components of the molecular dipol
moment in liquid phase for classical and quantum simulations.

TABLE II. Gas-phase bond length (r OH), bond angle (uHOH), and dipole
moment~m!.

r OH ~Å! uHOH ~degrees! m ~D!

Minimum ~0 K! 0.9584 104.14 1.861
Classical~298.15 K! 0.9610 104.27 1.869
Quantum~298.15 K! 0.9738 104.81 1.922
Experiment 0.9572a 104.52a 1.855b

aReference 44.
bReference 45.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 31 O
TABLE III. Liquid-phase average bond length (r OH), average bond angle (uHOH), average molecular dipole
moment~m!, potential binding energy (U liq2Ugas), and total binding energy (Eliq2Egas), at 298.15 K. The
number in parentheses denotes the uncertainty in the last digit.

r OH ~Å! uHOH ~degrees! m ~D! U liq2Ugas ~kcal/mol! Eliq2Egas ~kcal/mol!

Classical 0.985 102.79~1! 2.968~5! 211.34(2) 211.34(2)
Quantum 0.999 102.91~1! 3.011~3! 210.89(1) 29.8(1)
Experiment 0.970a 106~1!b 2.9~6!c 29.92d

aReference 31.
bFrom intramolecular OH and HH distances reported in Ref. 31.
cReference 46.
dReference 37.
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crepancy appears to be common~if not universal! as the
HOH angle for many other flexible water models also gr
smaller upon solvation.6,32–35It should be noted that an ea
lier reference36 reports an experimental angle in the liqu
(102.8°) that is also smaller than the gas-phase value
very close to the value predicted by the MCDHO model. T
change of the angle upon solvation is likely due to at le
two competing effects. Polarization from surrounding m
ecules induces a larger dipole moment and thus should
associated with a smaller angle. But the constraint of~par-
tial! tetrahedral ordering should induce a larger angle clo
to the tetrahedral angle, 109.47°.

The quantum distribution of the molecular dipole m
ment is broader than the classical distribution, but the a
age is not significantly different from that given by the cla
sical distribution~it is larger by 0.04 D!. This contrasts with
the simulations of flexible models of Lobaugh and Voth6

who found smaller dipole moments in quantum simulatio
This discrepancy can be understood as follows. Quantiza
results in weaker intermolecular interactions, so we exp
that water molecules are not as strongly polarized—this
counts for the smaller dipole moments observed by Loba
and Voth. However, the present model uses a Morse pote
for the OH stretch and therefore experiences a shift towa
larger OH bond lengths~and thus larger dipole moments!
upon including quantum effects. For the present model,
effects of weaker intermolecular interactions and quant
tion of a Morse potential nearly cancel as the average dip
moment is essentially unchanged. However, the model u
by Lobaugh and Voth used a harmonic potential for the O
stretch, which does not have a shift towards larger bo
lengths upon quantization. Thus the effects of weaker in
molecular interactions are not counteracted, and they obs
a smaller dipole moment.~The HOH angle also change
upon quantization, but only by a fraction of a degree, so
effect on the dipole moment is negligible.!

The distribution of each component of the dipole m
ment in the liquid phase is shown in Fig. 6. Here the co
dinate axes are oriented such that the water molecule lie
the yz plane, with thez axis along theC2 axis of symmetry.
~The x axis then points out of the plane of the molecule a
they axis points in the direction of the vector connecting t
two hydrogens.! The quantum distributions are slightly wide
than the classical distributions; the difference between c
sical and quantum distributions is more pronounced for
component along theC2 axis than for the other component
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Energetic results for gas- and liquid-phase simulatio
are summarized in Tables II and III. The quantum result
the liquid binding energy, 9.8 kcal/mol, is quite close to t
experimental value, 9.92 kcal/mol, which was taken from
heat of vaporization under the assumption that the ga
ideal and the pressure-volume contribution to the enthalp
negligible in the liquid.37,38 The difference in liquid binding
energies between quantum and classical simulations is
kcal/mol. This is larger than previous estimates in the lite
ture, which have ranged from 0.2 kcal/mol39 to 1.34
kcal/mol.14

The difference between quantum and classical ener
was compared with a simple approximation, wherein the s
tem is treated as a collection of coupled harmonic oscillat
whose spectral densityg(v) is computed from the Fourie
transform of the velocity autocorrelation function:40

g~v!}E
2`

`

(
n

^vn~0!•vn~ t !&eivt dt. ~3!

Herevn(t) is the velocity of atomn at timet and the sum is
taken over all atomsn.

For the liquid, the velocity autocorrelation function wa
computed from five classical molecular dynamics trajector
of 50 ps, each of which was started from a configurat
sampled from the canonical ensemble. The spectral den
gliq(v) is normalized such that

E
0

`

gliq~v! dv59N23, ~4!

the number of degrees of freedom for a liquid ofN flexible
water molecules under periodic boundary conditions.~The
center of mass is fixed, removing three degrees of freed
from the original 9N atomic coordinates; however, the sy
tem is free to undergo net rotations, so that there areN
23 degrees of freedom rather than 9N26 as there would be
in a crystal with both center of mass and orientation fixe!

For the gas, the vibrational spectral densityggas(v) was
computed from the velocity autocorrelation function of
ensemble of trajectories of isolated molecules with no
angular or linear momentum and with initial relative veloc
ties and positions sampled from the Boltzmann distributi
and normalized such that

E
0

`

ggas~v! dv53N, ~5!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the number of vibrational degrees of freedom.
The spectral densities for both gas and liquid are sho

in Fig. 7. The peaks in the gas and liquid spectra correspo
ing to the stretch and bend frequencies are given and c
pared with experimental frequencies from neutron-scatter
spectroscopy41 in Table IV. Both stretch and bend frequen
cies are somewhat too high. In comparing the liquid to
gas, we observe a blueshift in the HOH bend and a reds
of the OH stretch, in accord with experiment. The magnitu
of the shift of the bend frequency agrees reasonably w
with experiment, but that of the stretch frequency is over
timated.

The quantum correction to the classical liquid-phase
ergy is then given by the difference in energies betwee
collection of quantum oscillators in the canonical ensem
with mode densitygliq(v) and a collection of classical oscil
lators:

DEliq5
1

N E
0

` Fgliq~v!S \v

2
coth

b\v

2 D2kBTG dv. ~6!

An analogous correction was computed for the gas. T
quantum correction consists of a rotational and vibratio
contribution: DEgas5DEgas

rot 1DEgas
vib . The rotational contri-

bution was computed from the difference between the av

FIG. 7. Spectral density of liquid MCDHO water~dotted line!, and vibra-
tional spectral density of gas-phase MCDHO water~solid line!.

TABLE IV. Vibrational frequencies of water in gas and liquid phase. A
frequencies are in cm21.

Bend
Symmetric

stretch
Antisymmetric

stretch

vgas ~MCDHO model! 1651 3785 3918
vgas ~experiment!a 1595 3657 3756
v liq ~MCDHO model! 1740 3407 3668
v liq ~experiment!b 1670 3557
v liq2vgas ~MCDHO model! 89 2378 2250
v liq2vgas ~experiment! 75 2150

aReference 47.
bReference 41.
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age energy of a quantum asymmetric top42 and 3kBT/2. The
vibrational contribution was computed from Eq.~6! by sub-
stituting ggas(v) for gliq(v).

The quantum corrections are summarized in Table
For both gas and liquid phase, the difference between qu
tum and classical systems given by the harmonic mode
somewhat larger than that calculated from the simulatio
This is expected as the true potential is anharmonic, wh
lowers the zero-point energy. However, there is cancella
of error in gas and liquid phase, and the net correction to
liquid binding energy, 1.7 kcal/mol, is in good agreeme
with the difference between the PIMD and classical liqu
binding energies, 1.5 kcal/mol.

We may divide the correction to the liquid-phase ener
into intramolecular and intermolecular contributions by sp
ting the integral over the liquid-phase spectral density in E
~6! into two regions. Motions with frequencies belo
1200 cm21 correspond primarily to librations, while thos
with frequencies above 1200 cm21 correspond primarily to
intramolecular stretches and bends, so we may writeDEliq

5DEliq
intra1DEliq

inter, where

DEliq
intra5

1

N E
vc

` Fgliq~v!S \v

2
coth

b\v

2 D2kBTG dv ~7!

DEliq
inter5

1

N E
0

vc Fgliq~v!S \v

2
coth

b\v

2 D2kBTGdv, ~8!

andvc51200 cm21. ~The magnitudes ofDEliq
intra andDEliq

inter

are insensitive to the exact value ofvc as long as it lies in
the region of very low spectral density between the high
frequencies corresponding to librations and the lowest
quencies corresponding to bends.! These contributions, along
with the rotational and vibrational contributions to the co
rection to the gas-phase energy defined above, are show
Table VI. The net correction to the liquid binding energ
DEliq2DEgas.1.7 kcal/mol, is due to two competing e
fects: a positive contribution due to zero-point energy of

TABLE V. Differences between energies of quantum simulations and c
sical simulations, for gas phase and liquid phase, as given by PIMD si
lations and a harmonic-oscillator model. All energies are in kcal/mol.

DEliq DEgas DEliq2DEgas

PIMD 11.2 9.7 1.5
Harmonic model 12.1 10.4 1.7

TABLE VI. Contributions to the gas- and liquid-phase quantum correctio
to the average energy as given by a simple harmonic-oscillator model
energies are expressed in kcal/mol.

DEliq
inter 2.0 DEgas

rot 20.3 DEliq
inter2DEgas

rot 2.3
DEliq

intra 10.1 DEgas
vib 10.7 DEliq

intra2DEgas
vib 20.6

DEliq 12.1 DEgas 10.4 DEliq2DEgas 1.7
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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termolecular librations that are not present~or correspond to
free rotations and translations! in the gas phase, and a neg
tive contribution from smaller intramolecular zero-point e
ergy in liquid phase compared with gas phase, due prima
to the redshifting of the OH stretch.

Radial distribution functions are shown in Figs. 8–1
along with the most recent experimental results from
Soper lab.43 In agreement with previous studies, the pe
heights and depths are smaller and shifted towards slig
larger distances for the quantum liquid than for the class
liquid, indicating more disorder in the hydrogen-bond n
work. There is close agreement between the quantum si
lations and experiment in the intramolecular region, wh
the classical simulations show discrepancies, indicating
quantum effects are important to correctly describe the
tramolecular water geometry, and that the intramolecular
tential seems to be of high quality. Agreement between qu
tum simulations and experiment is not as good for t
intermolecular structure, indicating that the intermolecu

FIG. 8. OO radial distribution function for classical and quantum simu
tions along with experimental results from Soper.

FIG. 9. OH radial distribution function for classical and quantum simu
tions along with experimental results from Soper. Inset graphs show cl
ups of the intramolecular region.
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potential energy surface could be improved, as was remar
upon in the MCDHO paper.21 It should be noted that the
experimental radial distribution functions are calculated u
der the assumption that the structure is isotope-independ

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined quantum effects in liquid water
ambient conditions by running path-integral molecular d
namics simulations of a flexible, polarizable water mod
that was parameterized fromab initio calculations. Including
quantum effects results in a less structured hydrogen-b
network and a less tightly bound liquid, in agreement w
previous studies. The difference between the quantum
classical liquid binding energies (;1.5 kcal/mol) is larger
than previous estimates in the literature, and is in reason
agreement with a simple harmonic model. The harmo
model suggests that quantum effects on the liquid bind
energy are due to two competing contributions: a posit
contribution due to zero-point energy of intermolecular libr
tions and vibrations not present in the gas phase, and a n
tive contribution due to redshifting of the highest intram
lecular vibrational frequencies, i.e., the OH stretch.

The MCDHO potential gives a good description of th
intramolecular structure in the liquid, although the bon
angle is slightly too small; however, the intermolecular p
tential appears to be of somewhat lesser quality. Quan
effects do not appear to significantly modify the average
duced dipole moment for a polarizable water model,
though the distribution of dipole moments is wider, esp
cially for the component along theC2 axis. It would be
interesting to extend this work by comparing other equili
rium properties such as the dielectric constant or heat cap
ity ~these properties were not computed in the present st
because they are much slower to converge, as they are
culated from fluctuations rather than averages!, in addition to
dynamical properties via an approximate quantum dynam
method such as centroid molecular dynamics.

-

-
e-

FIG. 10. HH radial distribution function for classical and quantum simu
tions along with experimental results from Soper. Inset graphs show cl
ups of the intramolecular region.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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